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Clearly transmission of visual information will be a
major, if not dominant, factor in determining the
requirements for, and assessing the performance of, the
SEI communications systems. Projected image/video
requirements which are currently anfidpated for SEI
mission scenarios are presented. Based on this
information and projected link performance figures, the
image/videodata compression requirements which
would allow link closure are identified. Finally several
approaches which could satisfy some of the compression
requirements are presented and possible future
approaches which show promise for more substantial
compression pedormance improvement are discussed.
1.0 Introduction
Image/video data compression has been identified as a
critical technology development dement, needed to
enhance throughput for data rate constrained
lunar/Mars communications links, as part of the high
rate communications program element of the Space
Exploration Initiative (SEI). Technology assessment
studies included in the 1989 Mission Analysis and
Systems Engineering Final Repo nl identified
uncompressed video and image data rate requirements
in the range several hundreds of megabits per second
(Mbp). to gigabits per second (Gbps). Additional
studies z have shown that approximately 10 Mbps may
be the maximum return rate available from Mars, at
least for initial Mars-Earth communications links. The
discrepancy between required and available data rates
can be addressed through at least three means. One
method is the use of advanced high-order modulation
schemes, such as 8-ary or 16-ary PSK, which can allow
transmission at multiple bits/second/Hz. These
modulation schemes generally gain bandwidth efficiency
at the expense of increased transmitter power. Lunar
links could benefit from such schemes where ample
margin exists to permit link closure. The Mars links,
however, are power limited and therefore would not
benefit from bandwidth effident modulation. (Recent
research in combined modulation and coding schemes 3
shows promise of providing both bandwidth and power
efficiency improvements. Further study is needed to
determine the performance of combined
modulation/coding schemes on an already coded
channel.) A second means of dosing the gap between
required and available data rates is mass data storage.
High rate data can be buffered for subsequent
transmission at a lower transmission rate. Mass data
storage will undoubtedly be required to provide
buffering during connectivity outages and periods when
data volume exceeds the transmL_on capabilities of the
communications system. To minimize data storage
requirements, however, a third method for reducing the
discrepancy between required and available data rates
will need to be applied. This third method is data
compression. Whether it is digital data, voice signals or
image/video, data compression will be used to reduce
the rate required to transmit the information.
This paper addresses data compression as applied to
image and video information. Clearly transmission of
visual information will be a major, if not dominant,
factor in determining the requirements for, and assessing
the performance of, the SEI communications systems.
Section 2.0 examines the projected image/video
requirements currently antidpated for SEI mission
scenarios. Based on this information and projected link
performance figures, section 3.0 identifies the
image/video data compression requirements which
would allow link closure. Finally section 4.0 presents
several approaches which could satisfy some of the
compression requirements and discuss possible future
approaches which show promise for more substantial
compression performance improvement.
2.0 SEI Image/Video Requirements
NASA studies have identified various lunar/Mars
mission requirements that involve.-transmission of
image/video data. In general these _r_quirements were
kept very austere in recognition of limited data return
rates available from Mars. Image/video data is
categorized into several data types; high rate video,
edited high rate video, low rate video, science imaging
data, and telerobofic video. A brief description of each
data type follows.
High Rate Video: Proposed manned Mars mission
scenarios involve long transit times and extended
duration remote base station habitation. For the
sociological and psychological benefit of the crew it is
very desirable to provide two-way voice/video
communication to mission operations personnel,
relatives and friends. It is additionally desirable
(probably essential) to provide entertainment video,
news and vldeo-based training to the crew during long
duration missions. The news media and general public
will require "live"video back from the Moon and Mars,
as well, for educational benefit as well as to foster
continued public support. Such video will need to be of
suitably high quality.
High quality, full motion color video of a type similar to
standard NTSC (National Television Systems
Committee) video is needed to fulfdl these
requirements. Uncompressed video of this type would
require a transmission rate of approximately 100 Mbps
(megabits per second). It must be recognized, however,
that over the next 20 years video will evolve from NTSC
to HDTV (high definition television) with a
corresponding evolution of viewer expectations. At the
time of the first manned Mars missions, NTSC quality
may no longer be acceptable within the mission
scenarios, having been replaced by the need for HDTV
quality. Uncompressed HDTV would require
transmission rates around 1 Gbps. Video compression
is needed to reduce these uncompressed rates to allow
transmission within the available channel rates.
Edited Hi eh Rate Video: For applications such as
remote monitoring or video mall a lower quality signal,
comparable to video teleconference quality, will be
appropriate. Such services currently require 1-2 Mbps
and typically achieve these rates through editing
(dropping) certain frames. The consequence of
dropping the frames is reduced motion rendition. While
these rates could be accommodated within the projected
channel rates, additional compression research could
allow more efficient utilization of the limited
communications resources.
Low Rate Video: In some applications, such as
occasional monitoring a very low rate video signal will
be suffident. This signal type has been identified as
being monochromatic with a resolution of 512 X 512
picture elements (pixels) at 8 bits per pixel. The frame
rate is identified as 1 frame per second. The
uncompressed data rate for such a signal is
approximately 2 Mops.
Science Imagfi'ng Data: Science imaging data
requirements vary greatly. Far side lunar astrophysics
experiments may require multiple gigabits per second
due to very high resolution and frame rates. In spite of
the substantial channel rates proposed for the lunar links
(350 Mbps), requirements of this type would
undoubtedly overload the communications capabilities
without some form of data compression and data
buffering. Fortunately, scientists have indicated that
experiments of this nature are best carried out on the
Moon and are not currently being considered as part of
the Mars mission scenarios where channel rates are even
far more restricted. Imaging instrumentation packages
for Mars missions will be used to conduct sample
analysis, produce spectral plots, etc. and might produce
one high resolution color image each minute (1024 X
1024 pixelg 8 bits per RGB color component). This
would result in a data rate of approximately 0.5 Mbps.
Scientists believe that every single bit of information
gathered is potentially invaluable and possibly
irreplaceable. They are therefore very reluctant to
consider any sort of compression being applied to their
scientific data. It is likely then that only Iossless (fully
reversible) data compression techniques will be usable
for most, if not all, science data.
Telerobotics Video: Telerobotics video usually involves
stereoscopic video for depth identification. An
unmanned rover needs to be able to negotiate a boulder
field either autonomously or via remote control. To
accomplish this task, distance information must be
derived from a stereo image pair in much the same way
that our brains analyze the _age pairs received by our
two eyes. Two high rate (i.e. 30 frame per second)
color video channels are needed for telerobotics video.
For resolutions of 512 X 512, two channels would
require an uncompressed rate of 200 Mbps. Higher
resolution image data (up to 2048 X 2048) may be
desirable for some applications, which would drive the
data rate requirements into the gigabit per second
range.
3.0 Image/Video Data Compression Reauirements
Several NASA studies have examined the channel data
rates which can be supported for lunar and Mars
missions. For both lunar and Mars mission scenarios
the space-to-Earth links dominate the communications
system requirements. This is due to the path length on
these links and the attenuation through the Earth's
atmosphere. Earth-to-space links are not as severely
restricted because Earth-based transmitters are far less
power restricted than space-based t/'_asmitters. Lunar
links are also far less restricted than Mars links due to
the enormous difference in path lengths. The Moon is
approximately 405,000 km from Earth while Mars and
Earth are approahnately 2.5 AU (3.74 X 10s km) apart
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attheirmaJfimumseparation. Reasonable antenna sizes
and transmitter powers can accommodate a 350 Mbps
return link from the Moon at Ka-band (1 Gbps return
data rate is not out of the question). For the Mars llnk,
even when stressing antenna and transmitter parameters
to reasonable limits, only •bout 10 Mbps can be
supported on the return link at Ka-band. Development
of optical technology may allow Mars return data rates
as high as 100 Mbps, but such development is far into
the future. Operational scenarios are currently being
examined with a 10 Mbps maximum return rate from
Mars.
Transmission of video/image information is dearly a
major driver in setting the transmission requirements.
Most, if not all other data transmission requires
significantly less bandwidth than picture data. (Some
non-imaging scientific instruments also produce large
quantifies of data. This data, however, can generally be
more readily buffered and transmitted in a "non real
time" manner.) Video/image data compression is
therefore required for efficient information management
in the lunar and Mars exploration missions. Data
compression is essential for transmission of high rate
video data on the Mars links. Even for data types such
as low rate video, which could be accommodated within
the available channel capacity, transmissionefficiency
could be substantially enhanced through use of efficient
data compression techniques, thereby allowing maximum
utilization of the available capacity.
The data compression requirements can only be
considered as minimum requirements since any
additional compression translates directly to increased
communication system capability. In other words, if a
10:1 compression factor would allow a single channel to
be transmitted within the available channel capacity, 20:1
compression providing equal quality would double the
effective capacity of the communications channel. Table
1 presents the various image/video data types discussed
in section 2.0. The table lists the uncompressed data
rates along with the minimum required compressed data
rates for each data type. In general, minimum
requirements call for 10:1 compression for most data
types with the exception of high resolution video which
requires significantly greater compression. Current lossy
compression techniques achieve reasonably good quality
at 10:1 compression ratios using a combination of
spacial and temporal processing. Higher compression
ratios are achievable at reduced quality in spacial
resolution and motion rendition. Additional research
and development is needed to improve the quality at the
higher compression ratios.
  LC.alattf,
In this section we will discuss various image compression
schemes which could be used in addressing the Space
Exploration Initiative compression requirements
discussed previously. Image compression schemes can
be classified as iossless (invertible, noiseless), or lossy
(non-invertible). As implied by their name, lossless
coding schemes provide a compreraed representation
which can be inverted toobtain• reconstructed image
which is identical to the original. In case of the lossy
coding schemes, while the rcramstructed images may
look identical to the original,the pixel values of the
reconstructed image are not identical to the pixel values
of the original image (in cases of high compression the
reconstructed image may look appreciably different than
the original). The selection of which type of
compression scheme is to be used depends on a number
of factors, chief among which are, bandwidth availability,
and user acceptance. The lossless coding schemes
generally require significantly larger bandwidth than
lossy coding schemes, however, user insistence might
dictate the rejection of any coding scheme which throws
away any information. In the following sections we will
discuss both iossy and iossless coding schemes.
We will also examine these schemes from the viewpoint
of implementation. Whether they can be implemented
in the short term, or whether their implementation
depends on technology which can realistically be
expected to appear within the next decades.
Development of all compression schemes can, in a sense
be divided into two parts: the development of a model
for the source output, and a coding scheme developed
with reference to the model 4. This is especially true for
iossless coding schemes. The information to be
transmitted to the receiver includes description of the
model, and the information sequence coded with
reference to the model ( we will elaborate on this later
in the paper). Whether • scheme can be implemented
in the short term or will have to wait for further
development of technology depends to a great extent on
how complex a model is required. If a static model is to
be used for all images, then this information can be
made available to the receiver during initialization, and
does not need to be transmitted. If an adaptive model
is to be used (the model adapts to the data) then, first
the model has to be extracted, developed at the
transmitter, and sent to the receiver. If the model is
complex, the level of technology required to extract it
may be significantly higher than is cusrently feasible.
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4.1 Lossless lm_e Compression Algorithms
The best a lossless compression algorithm can do is
code at a rate equal to the entropy of the source
S(S) =._n.O.
where
and X n is a sequence of length n from the source.
the source is memoryless then
v X)log/, x)
If
The estimate of the entropy depends on the model for
the source sequence. Consider the following sequence
12323454567898910
Assuming the frequency of occurrence of each number
was reflected accurately in the number of times it
appears in the sequence, the entropy for this sequence
assuming a memoryless model would be 3.25 and the
best scheme we could fred for coding this sequence
could only code it at 3.25 bits/sample. However if we
assumed that there was sample to sample correlation
between the samples and removed the correlation by
taking differences of neighboring sample values, we
would arrive at the sequence
111-1111-111111-111
This sequence is constructed using only two values and
its entropy is 0.70! Knowing only this sequence would
not be sufl3dent for the receiver to reconstruct the
original sequence. The receiver must also know the
process by which this sequence was generated from the
original sequence. Or, in other words, the receiver has
to know the model being used. The model is a static one
and the receiver can be informed about it on
initialization. Therefore, the total cost is still 0.70.
Consider now, the following sequence:
123234545681012141618_ _24_
Now if we take differences, we would obtain the
sequence:
111-1111-1112222222222
Obviously, the model changed in the middle of
transmission, and knowledge of this change would help
decrease the coding rate. There are two processes
involved here, detecting and estimating the model
change, and informing the receiver of the change.
Taking the se_ond proce_ first; informing the receiver
may involve the use of a "side" channel, and therefore
increase the synchronization requirements. Detecting
and estimating the model change, however, can be quite
difficult, when the models in ClUe_km are complex, and
it might not be pof_'ble to do this in real time with
current technology.
We present in the sequel two scheme_ one which can
be (and has been) implemented with current
technology 5, and the other which may require some
advances in technology before being economically
practical.
That the pictures in almost all images are heavily
correlated is rather obvious. Most iossless image coding
schemes use a simple model _ to the one described
above. That is, they take pixel to pixcl differences,
which are then coded using an entropy code. The
model for the first scheme we describe is slightly more
complex, but is still simple enough to function in real
time.
The Differential Lossless Coding Scheme (DLCS)
functions by comparing the current pixel (byte) value
with a reference pixel to obtain a prefix and suf_ value
for each pixel in the image. The prefix and sufFtxvalues
comprise the noiseless code for the pixel. The prefix
value is the number of MSB (upper bits) in a byte that






= (1 1 0 1)
Before being sent the prefix value is Huffman encoded.
A given prefix value is assigned a predetermined
Huffman code. The prefix value can range from zero to
eight. The suffix consists of the bits of the current pizel
that are not identical to the reference pixcl minus the
most significant bit (MSB) of the nonidentical bits. The
MSB (of the nonidentical bits) is not sent because it is
obviously the opposite of the reference pixel (otherwise
it would be the same as the reference and be included
in the prefix value). The actual data sent for each pixel
is the Huffman code for the prefix value, and the sufl'tx
sent as is (bit for bit). In the previous example, if the
Huffman code for 4 is 1 0 the code sent for the current
pixel given would be 1 0 0 1 0. Duf._to the Huffman
code and the fact that the sulF_length is directly
dependent on the value of the prefix, the compressed
code sent is a variable length code. The next problem
is to actually transfer the new code. Data is transferred
in bytes (eight bits). Therefore, bits are placed into
bytes and transferred as soon as a byte is filled. The
decoding is done by reading the bytes bit by bit. The
bit(s) are matched against the Huffman codes to
determine the prefix value. Once a match is found, that
many upper bits of the reference pixel are set in the
current pixel being decoded. Then the next bit (bit # =
7-prefix value) value is flipped, from that of the
reference pixel. Then, according to the prefix value, the
suffix bits are set. If the prefix value is four, then the
suffix must contain three bits. For example, reversing
the first example:
code sent = 1 0 0 1 0
first bit compared = 1
(no match)
add bit, compare = 10
(matches prefix = 4)
if, reference pixe] = 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
set current pixel = 1 1 0 1
flip next bit = 1
set the next three = 0 1 0
(7-4 bit stLffix)
current pixel =11011010
The next bit read from the code would be the start of
the next prefix value. The very first pixcl of every image
is always sent as is and is always the first reference pixel.
The first line always sets the reference pixel to be the
previous pixel, to the left. For the first pixel on each
line the reference pixel is always the pixel directly above
the current pixel. These reference pixels are always true
no matter how the rest of the image is referenced. The
algorithm flips the reference pixel between above and to
the left depending on a threshold value. The threshold
value is set at the beginning of the program. If a prefix
value drops below the threshold value, the reference
pixel is switched (from above to left or vice versa). For
example, if the reference pixel currently being used is to
the left and the threshold value is three and the current
prefix value is two, then for the next pixel, the reference
pixei used will be above.
The algorithm was tested with a database containing
nine images. Three of these images are from the USC
Image Database, three were acquired using an IVG 128
frame grabber with a SONY CCD camera, and three
are NTSC images. The USC images are of size 256 x
256, the IVG acquired images are of size 384 x 512, and
the NTSC images are of size 768 x 512, thus there is an
increase in resolution between the USC images, the IVG
images, and the NTSC images. As we are generally
interested in sending high resolution images, it is of
interest to note how the system performs with increase
in resolution. A value of 4 was used as the threshold
value in the algorithm. The results were compared to
the results obtained by using the commercially available
wogram PKARC., and to the theoretical best (entropy
of differences). PKARC uses a total of fix different
coding schemes including Huffman coding and several
versions of LZW. Table 2 shows the comparison
between the various schemes. The performance





where Ro is the number of bits in the original image
and Rc is the number of bits in the compressed image.
As can be seen from the results in the table the DL_
encoding scheme performs consistently better than
PKARC, with compression very dose to the theoretical
maximum (for the simple difference model - note that
for two of the NTSC images the DLCS scheme
performs better than the entropy of the differences.
This is probably because the adaptive nature of the
DI£_ algorithm provides a better model for the images
than the static model used to compute the entropy).
Furthermore, the performance tends to improve with
improving resolution.
Notice that the model used here is relatively simple and
therefore implementation at realtime rates is feasible.
(A prototype version of this system has been
implemented at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.)
Most scientists are reluctant to consider the use of
compression of any kind for their data. However, the
use of this algorithm could result in a doubling of the
amount of science imaging data that can be transmitted,
while maintaining complete integrity of the original data
values. This algorithm could accommodate some of the
SEI compression requirements, however even more
efficient schemes must be developed to address the large
volume of scientific data envisioned for the missions. To
accommodate more of the requirements we have to look
at techniques that are considerably more complex, with
the hope that developments in technology will make the
techniques feasible in the coming decades.
With this in mind, we next look at a system which uses
a somewhat more complicated model for the image and
provides correspondingly more compression. This
approach is based on the idea that a top-down, left to
right scan may not capture the structure in an image.
There have been several attempts to generate scans that
would capture more of the structure of the image. Or,
in other words provide a better meg[el for the image.
Most of these efforts have been directed at constructing
fixed scans of some sort. The same scan can then be
used for each image. However images are sufficiently
different that these efforts have not been of much use.
In this work we try to generate scans that are particular
to the image. This of course means that we have to
somehow inform the receiver about which scan we are
using. More on that later. We start by representing the
scan as a graph in which the pixels are the nodes and
the weight on the edges are differences between pixels.
If we consider the graph to be a directed graph then the
weight on the edges need only be positive. If the edges
are not directed edges, then the weights can be positive
or negative. We can have two different types of graphs,
a four-difference graph in which each node is connected
to each of its vertical and horizontal neighbors, or an
eight-difference graph in which each node is connected
to its eight vertical, horizontal and diagonal neighbors.
We can then obtain a spanning tree for the graph which
is a possible scan of the image. Our goal is to find a
model or scan, with respect to which the entropy of the
image is a minimum. We would like to generate a scan
based on spanning trees, which would provide the
minimum entropy residuals. The generation of a
minimum entropy spanning tree is most likely an
intractable problem, so we have developed a set of
heuristics which are reasonably efficient.
If we assume that the prediction errors are clustered
around zero, then it seems reasonable to suspect that
minimiTin£ the sum of absolute errors will also tend to
minimize the entropy. Given an image of size M X N
a scan that minimizes the sum of absolute prediction
errors can be obtained in time O(MNIogMN) 7 and
therefore is quite practical. We could also replace the
errors with their frequency of occurrence on the graph,
and compute the maximal spanning tree. This should
also provide an approximation to the minimum entropy
spanning tree. The maximal spanning tree can also be
computed in time O(MNIogMN). Finally we could
simply use a greedy heuristic which uses the known
information (past history) about the frequency of
occurrence to progressively construct the tree.
this loss is due to breaking the image up unto 8 X 8
blocks. Theoretically, if we Sl_l_s_ust .25 bits per pixel
we could store a codebook of 2 spanning trees, then
when we wished to code an image we would simply send
the label corresponding to that spanning tree. However,
practically, with current technology this is not feasible.
At the moment we cannot even simulate the effect of
using a set of spanning tre_ of size 21¢_s4 instead of all
possible scanning trees on the rate. We are therefore
limited by the current technology in our search for
means of transmitting the spanning tree or an
approximation without substantially increasing the
overhead.
A technique which initially seemed to show a great deal
of promise and generated quite a bit of publicity was the
use of self-similarity to compress an image (fractals).
While the previous technique defines the model as a
scan, the fractal techniques concentrate more on some
repetitious properties of the image. Though the fractal
approach by itself has been somewhat of a
disappointment, it is possible that as a class of models
together with other classes of models, they may be
useful in algorithms which provide significant
compression. Such algorithms would view the source as
being composed of several sub-sources. Each sub-
source would be of a form that could be efficiently
compressed by one of several approaches. Note that the
switching information would have to be transmitted as
side information, or derived from the transmitted data.
This composite source approach requires the existence
of a sophisticated segmentation/classification algorithm,
which could alert the encoder as to which particular
model was active at a given time. It would also require
some somewhat complicated control logic, depending of
course, on how complicated the source model is.
Fractal techniques and other algorithms, which seem to
work very well only on restricted classes of data would
find use in such an approach.
Using the maximum scans on the test set we come up
with the entropy values shown in Table 3. If we could 4.2 L_y Compression
code the images, with these rates, for most of the
images this would mean a doubling of the percent While lossless compression is essential in applications
compression. However we have not taken into account where complete data integrity must be maintained, it is
the rate required to code the ifi0del. How effidentlywe appai'ent d/at the amount of _mpresslonacHe_able is r
encode the modeFwUl determine how much compression
we finally get. To a large extent this depends on how
much complexity we can handle. To reduce the
complexity of the problem we could divide the image
into mailer blocks and code these smaller blocks. In
the third column in Table 3 we present the results of
encoding 8 X 8 blocks using a codebook of trees
containing 256 "codes" or spanning trees. While the
results are better than those obtained using the DLCS,
we are still quite far from the best achievable. Most of
very limited. Fortunately, many of the SEI video/image
compression applications do not have the requirement
for reversible data recovery, and therefore iossy
compression techniques can be considered. The lossy
image compression area has seen much more activity in
the last two decades. However it is more difficult to
quantify the progress because of a lack of an accurate
objective measure of performance. The objective
measures used are generally, Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SN-R) and its variants, compression ratios, and number
of bitsperpixel. TheSNRmeasureis knownto not
always correlate with perceptual evaluations. The
compression ratio will vary depending on whether the
original pixeis were coded using eight bits or twenty four
bits, or maybe even thirty two bits. And, finally all
results may change if the algorithm is used on a test set
different than the one presented. Subjective evaluations
depend very much on the viewers personal experiences
and biases. They are also difficult to verify from results
in the published literature because the results are
presented using small pictures which tend to mask
errors. Recently, the concept of transparent coding has
begun to gain some measure of acceptability, where an
image is said to be coded in a transparent fashion if
under specified viewing conditions, an observer looking
at an uncoded and coded image side by side, takes more
than 20 seconds to fmd a coding distortion s Some
standardization has begun to occur with the various
international standard making bodies proposing
standards at various rates (CCITT - H.261,
CCITT/CCIR - CMTT/2, CCITrflso - JPEG, ISO-
MPEG). Comparison with these standards will be a
useful measure of the performance of any new
algorithms.
At present, transparent schemes which are dose to or
undergoing implementation indude a differential
encoding system being developed at NASA LeRC for
encoding NTSC (National Television Systems
Committee) video with transparent quality (image size
768 X 512) at 15 to 20 Mbits/sec 9, and the proposed
MPEG standard (image size (512 X 486) at about 10
Mbits/sec 1°. These are described below.
The differential encoding system under development at
NASA LeRC (patent pending) is an intrafield coding
scheme designed to encode full motion NTSC video in
a transparent manner. The technique is based upon a
two dimensional predictive differential pulse code
modulation scheme with data rate reduction
enhancements. A non-uniform scalar quantizer in
conjunction with multi-level variable length Huffman
code sets provides significant increase in compression
performance over conventional DPCM schemes without
significant increase in implementation complexity. A
non-adaptive predictor is used to reduce edge
degradation, thereby improving the subjective quality of
the reconstructed video image. No temporal processing
is incorporated which allows perfect motion rendition.
The MPEG standard uses transform coding using the
DCT and two different types of motion compensation to
remove the temporal redundancy. There are three types
of frames in the MPEG coded sequence, intraframes,
predicted frames, and interpolated frames. Intraframes
are transmitted at regular intervals, and are coded using
the DCW. No information from neighboring frames is
used to reduce the redundancy in the frame. While this
increases the bit rate, it allows for random access
applications. The predicted frames are generated by
coding the prediction error between that frame and a
motion compensated prediction based on the previous
frame. The interpolated frames are generated by
averaging the motion compensated prediction from the
next frame as well as from the previous frame. The
ratio of the three types of frames is left up to the user.
The prediction errors in the case of the predicted and
interpolated frames, and the intraffames are coded using
the DCT. The DCT implementation is according to the
proposed JPEG standard. In the JPEG standard, the
quantlzatlon of the coefl3dents is accomplished using a
quantizatlon table, and a specific variable length coding
strategy.
While these systems provide substantial compression at
high quality (for most sequences), as seen from the
previous sections, there is need for providing
substantially more compression without compromising
the quality. The quality issue will become more and
more important as people become accustomed to better
and better quality video in their everyday lives. To
provide high quality video at lower compression rates
there is need for research in a number of dhtferent
areas.
An integral part of any lossy compression scheme is the
quantizer, and a substantial amount of effort has been
devoted to finding quantizers, which achieve the
theoretical limits. This effort has paid off resulting in
quantizers which come very dose to the theoretical limit.
These include vector quantizers 11, trellis coded
quantizers 12, and re,cursively indexed quantizers 13.
Depending on the amount of complexity acceptable, one
or more of these quantizers can provide performance
very dose to the theoretical limit. Any improvement in
this area will be incremental at best. However, the
measure used to evaluate performance has been the
SNR which, as mentioned previously does not
necessarily correlate with perceived quality. While there
has been some work done on quantization in the
perceptual domain, more work still needs to be done in
this area.
Another major aspect of any loss), image compression
scheme is the model. Depending on the model one can
come up with a variety of different coding schemes.
These indude differential encoding schemes, transform
based schemes, vector quantization based schemes, and
combinations of these. Again, as in the Iossless coding
area, it is doubtful that any one model will ever
completely describe an image. The best approach will
again probably be a composite source model which uses
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all available models including the relatively new
approaches of fractals, and prediction trees.
An important component in many of the video coding
algorithms being proposed is motion compensation. The
basic idea behind motion composition is to use
knowledge of the trajectories of various objects in the
scene to remove interframe redundancy, thus increasing
the compression rate. Most compensation techniques
divide the image into rectangular blocks. Motion is
assumed to be constant over the entire block, and a
displacement vector is estimated for each block. Even L
though this approach seems somewhat primitive, it can
result in a doubling of the compression rate for
sequences with relatively little motion (it can also result 2.
in the generation of artifacts if the actual motion is
greater than that assumed, during design). The
prediction in motion compensation techniques is from
one frame to the next, that is, it is a first order
predictor. One can speculate, that if the restrictions in
shape and order could be lifted, the gains from motion
compensation can be substantially increased. Currently, 3.
the cost of removing these restrictions is prohibitive in
terms of computation, and memory. However with
improvements in technology, this could well be within
reach in the near future. Consider, for example the use
of a three dimensional transform, which would partially 4.
remove the order restriction (generally one would use
an NxNxN cube, giving an effective "prediction" order of
N). This would require about 70 million multiplies and 5'
40 million adds per second 14. This would have seemed
an excessive a decade ago, However, it is not totally
unreasonable given current technology.
From this brief and admittedly selective overview of the
image compression area, we can see that while
significant progress has been made in the past years,
there is still substantial progress that needs to be
achieved in the future.
5.0 Conclusions
This paper has examined video compression
requirements to support Space Exploration Initiative
missions and discussed a number of potential video data
compression techniques which could be used in
addressing the requirements. These requirements must
be viewed as a minimum set, since they are based upon
fitting within the maximum projected channel capacities
for the SEI mission communications finks. While
several compression techniques exist today which can
fult'dl some of these minimum SEI image/video
requirements, additional research is needed to develop
more efficient compression approaches. New methods
for modeling the source information through use of
spanning trees can lead to more efficient iossless
compression techniques, bet these will require
technology advances to handle the increased
computational complexities. For _ compression
applications, additional research into quantizer design,
source modeling, and motion compensation is needed to
provide high quality video at lower compression rates.
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Single channel, color, 512 X 512 pixeis,12
bits/pixel, 30 frames/see requiring 10:1 data
compression with no perceptible quality
degradation. Includes intraframe and
interframe compression.
Ouality similar to teleconferencing with some
frames dropped (transmit < 30 frames/sec,
display at 30 frames/sec)
Low Rate Video 2 Mbps 0.2 Mops Single channel, monochrome, 512 X 512
pixels, 8 bits/pixel, 1 frame/sec




Not well def'med as yet, 1024 X 1024 pixels, 8
bits/pixel, RGB signal. Desire for iossless
compression for many applications. Variable
frame rate requirements.
20 Mops Two channels, color, 512 X 512 pixels, 8
bits/pixel, 30 frames/sec, requiring 10:1 data
compression and no perceptible quality
degradation to teleoperator.
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5.o4bppUSC Girl (256X256) 6.08 bpp
USC Couple (256X256) 5.84 bpp (27%) 5.12 bpp (36%) 4.83 bpp
Aerial (256X256) 7.44 bpp (7%) 6.72 bpp (16%) 5.97 bpp
Andy (512X384) 5.20 bpp (35%) 3.76 bpp (53%) 3.91
Kara_ne (512X384) 5.92 bpp (26%) 424 bpp (47%) 4.16 bpp
Eweek (512X384) 4.72 bpp (41%) 3.60 bpp (55%) 3.46 bpp
Beach (512X768) 5.36 bpp (33%) 3_52 bpp (56%) 3_7 bpp
Makeup (512X768) 424 bpp (47%) 2.79 bpp (65%) 2.91 bpp
Soap Opera (512X768) 4.64 bpp (42%) 320 bpp (6o%) 3.11











DLCS Codcbook Method Spanning Tree
Entropy
5.68 bpp 4.46 bpp 3.02 bpp
5.12 bpp 3.90 bpp 2.83 bpp
6.72 bpp 5.68 bpp 4.49 bpp
3.76 bpp 3.06 bpp 1.97 bpp
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